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Minimal Torsion Spaces and the Partial Input/Output Problem* 
~{ICHAEL K.  SAIN 
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Notre Dame, 
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556 
A task of finding the set of simplest input/output descriptions for dynamical 
systems agreeing with partially specified input/output data, the partial input/ 
output problem (PIOP) lies at the foundations of syndrome decoding. Until 
the late 1960s, when Berlekamp and Massey published solutions without using 
Hankel matrices and with hard data constraints, the history of PIOP has been 
exclusively tied to Hankel matrices and to Pad6 (soft) data constraints. Using 
the new concept of minimal torsion spaces, we establish erein a modern 
algebraic framework for PIOP, obtain a complete solution without recourse to 
Hankel matrices and with hard ata constraints, and present generalizations to 
the multiple sequence case of many of the Ber/ekamp-Massey results for 
scalar sequences. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Yl ,Y2 ,...,Yi be a sequence of elements from some field. Intuitively, 
the partial input/output problem is to find the set of all pairs (a(x), b(x)) of 
polynomials in x with (1) coefficients in the same field, (2) b(x) monic and of 
least degree, (3) degree (b(x)) 7> degree (a(x)), and (4) formal power series 
expansion 
a(x) i 
b(x) -- ~ yjx-J + "".  
j=l 
Regarded as a problem of determining mathematical models for sequence 
generators whose output agrees with data only partially specified, the partial 
input/output problem is just a version of the widely conceived engineering 
black box problem. Any problem so pervasive as this one naturally has 
multiple historical roots. For an early history of work on this question, Olds 
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(1963) has numerous interesting references. Two of the better known 
investigators involved with developing the foundations were Wallis (1655) 
and Euler (1737). Near the end of the nineteenth century, Pad6 (1892) and 
Stieltjes (1894) made important contributions, respectively, to the algebraic 
and analytic aspects involved in such studies. 
From the time of Pad6's work until the mid-1960s, questions of the 
present ype seem to have been regarded as mostly classical. Gragg (1972) 
gives a comprehensive account of how the material is related to such topics as 
the algebraic eigenvalue problem; and Khovanskii (1963) provides a readable 
introduction showing its relation to special function computation. Rissanen 
(1972) indicates a number of the interfaces with statistics. In the middle-to- 
late 1960s, two new developments occurred which provided considerable 
impetus for the partial input/output problem in engineering, especially in 
information theory. First, as may be seen in Baker and Gammel (1970), a 
resurgence ofinterest happened in physics and chemistry. Second, Berlekamp 
(1968) gave an ingenious solution in connection with an algorithm for 
decoding certain medium and high rate cyclic codes; and Massey (1969), 
following upon the Berlekamp work, gave a second solution characterized 
by an intriguing eneral form for the recursion from one piece of data to the 
next. 
Dealing with a single data sequence from an arbitrary field, the Berlekamp- 
Massey results are a watershed in the history of such investigations because 
(1) they observe the hard data constraint represented by the fact that yj is not 
given for j > i and (2) they make no use of the ubiquitous Hankel matrices 
of classical theory. The Berlekamp-Massey procedures lead to sets of solutions 
corresponding to a given fixed data allotment instead of leading to data 
requirements for a unique solution. In so doing, they provide an algorithm 
which operates uccessfully with the addition of each new piece of data and 
which avoids the special cases so familiar in Pad6's theory. 
Our goal in the present work is to generalize the results of Berlekamp and 
Massey by solving the partial input/output problem in multisequence form 
without using Hankel matrices and with hard data constraints. Given the 
fundamental relationship of such problems to algebraic odes, and given the 
resurgence of interest in physics and chemistry, as well as new applications in 
such areas as legal analysis (see for example, Sain, Henry, and Uhran, 1973), 
we anticipate a continued growth of understanding and use of these ideas. 
For the multiple sequence case, the partial input/output problem is 
intuitively understood by replacing each field element yj by a matrix of such 
field elements and by replacing the polynomial a(x) by a matrix A(x) of such 
polynomials each of which has degree less than that of b(x). The construction 
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of a modern algebraic framework for such a problem requires replacement 
of these matrices; in the sequel, this is accomplished by means of subspaces. 
The partial input/output problem is chosen for study here because of its 
intrinsic relationship to syndrome decoding. There is another---totally 
different--class of problems which have come to be called "partial realization 
problems" and which instead of placing condition (2) on b(x) place instead a 
condition that A(x)/b(x) have a dynamical realization with least number of 
dynamical elements. Unlike the partial input/output problem, partial 
realization problems appear to have at present no special use in decoding 
procedures; and we consider them only briefly in Section 6 so as to make it 
clear that they are distinct from our present problem. 
It is hoped that the present algebraic approach to the partial input/output 
problem, by relaxing the classical dependence on Hankel matrices and 
tightening the Pad4 data constraints, will make possible further extensions 
of information theoretic procedures, for example, to syndrome decoding over 
rings. 
2. THE PARTIAL INPUT/OuTPUT PROBLEM 
As mentioned in the preceding section, a solution to the partial input/ 
output problem in the multiple sequence case and without becoming 
embroiled with matrices leads naturally to the algebra of subspaces. We 
require at this point a few notational preliminaries. 
LetF  be a fixed field and Y anF-vector space of finite dimension• From Y, 
construct the vector space W of formal Laurent series in x -~, where x is an 
indeterminate and the coefficients are in I/-. Each element of W has the 
• co . 
representatmn ~=~o wix-* for wi ~ Y and i0 > --  or. Within W, the subspaces 
i yi[x] consisting of all vectors with representation Y~J=io w/x-5 play a useful 
role, as do the subspaces S i of all vectors in W and with i 0 > i. For each i, 
W admits the direct sum decomposition Yi[x] @ Si; the projection on S i 
along yi[x] is denoted Qi- Finally, the canonical projection W-+ W/S  ~ is 
written pi. Certain relationships between these maps can be easily established. 
For each i >~j, KerP  i C Ker (1 -  Q;.); thus there is a unique map Q/: 
W/S i --* W such that ~/p i  _ 1 --  Qj. Also, because S i+~ C S ~ for any 
nonnegative integer h, there is for each such h a unique map Qi.~: W/Si+I~ __+ 
W/S  i such that pi  = Qi,~pi+lq 
Denote byF[x] the set of polynomials in an indeterminate x with coefficients 
in F. Each b EF[x] defines an F-linear map b: W---~ W by the rule w --* bw 
the ordinary product of a polynomial and a formal power series. Under 
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addition and composition, Fix] is a ring of such maps. Fix] can of course also 
be regarded as an F-vector space. We shall make use of both interpretations 
in the sequel, with the context making the meaning clear. 
Our first step is to replace the formal A(x)/b(x) by a more precise notion of 
dynamical system. 
Construct on S o an F[x]-module by defining for each b eF[x] and each 
w ~ S o the module operation b: S°--~ S o given by w-~ Qobw. For U an 
m-dimensional F-vector space, establish a set U°[x] analogously to Y°[x] and 
develop an F[x]-module by defining for each b ~F[x] and each u ~ U°[x] 
the module operation b: U°[x]--~ U°[x] given by u--~ bu according to 
ordinary multiplication of polynomials. For present purposes, a dynamical 
system S: U°[x] --~ S o is just a morphism of F[x]-modules. 
Our second step is to relieve dependence on matrix versions of the y~, 
1 ~< j ~< i, often called Markov parameters. 
If M is a subspace of S °, and if there exists at least one nonzero b ~F[x] 
such that QobM = 0, then there is a unique monic b(M) of least degree with 
the same property. The subspace of most interest here is related to the 
ubiquitous Markov parameters of dynamical system theory. Regard the 
dynamical system morphism S as anF-linear map. Then the Markov subspace 
M(S) of S is defined as the image SU of U under S. Clearly, S is finite 
dimensional precisely when b(M(S)) is defined. 
Our third and last step is to replace the hard data constraint by requiring 
that the data is to be given in a quotient space. 
For a given subspace D i of W/S ~, then, the partial input/output problem 
(PIOP) is to find all dynamical systems S whose Markov subspaces M(S) 
satisfy PiM(S)= D i and whose b(M(S)) exist and have minimal degree. 
The action of S on U defines S on U°[x] because U°[x] is a free module; 
accordingly, PIOP reduces to finding M C S o in such a way that P~M = D i 
and b(M) exists and has minimal degree. With the aid of Theorem 3.3 in the 
next section, a bijection is established between the set of acceptable subspaces 
M and the corresponding set of polynomials b(M), which we define as a 
minimal torsion space. The calculation of minimal torsion spaces in Section 5 
proceeds naturally from the concept of torsion spaces introduced in Section 3 
and from the fundamentally recursive dependence of general torsion spaces 
upon preceding minimal torsion spaces, as in Section 4. 
Finally, an affine space B over a field F is a set B together with an F-vector 
space V of finite dimension d(V) and a function +:  V X B --~ B such that 
0+b =b,  (v l+v2)~b=vl+(v~+b)  for all v~,v2EV and b~B,  
as well as v 1 + bl = b~ and v~ + b 1 = b 2 implying v 1 ~ va for all b t , b 2 ~ B. 
Note that addition in V is not notationally distinguished from the function + ; 
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the use of different letters for vectors and affine elements uffices. We will 
see in the next section that torsion spaces are affine spaces. 
3. TORSION SPACES 
In Section 2, we have stated that PIOP will be solved by using the notion 
of minimal torsion spaces. The presentation of, and the calculations for, 
minimal torsion spaces are made considerably more straightforward if we 
imbed the notion into a slightly less restrictive concept--that of a torsion 
space. The principal utility of torsion spaces is that they permit us to define 
and calculate the very useful minimal torsion spaces. Intuitively, torsion 
spaces differ from minimal torsion spaces in that requirement (2) of Section 1 
is relaxed so as not to require minimum degree b(x) polynomials. For purposes 
of visualization, and provided that a certain amount of care is exercised, one 
can visualize D i in the sequel as the "data" and B(L, D i) as the set of 
"denominator polynomials (degree L) of transfer function matrices agreeing 
with the data." 
Let D i be a subspace in Ker Qo i, and denote by H(D i) the set of subspaces 
G C S O for which piG = D i and for which b(G) is defined. Write B(L, D i) 
for the subset of F[x] containing monic polynomials of degree L for which 
there is a G in H(D i) satisfying QobG = 0. We shall call B(L, D i) the torsion 
set of degree L corresponding to D ~. 
The construction of B(L, D i) is complicated by the fact that D i is given in 
W/S i, whereas the elements ofB(L, D i) are predicated upon subspaces G in W. 
The fundamental link which permits the clarification of this relationship is 
given in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let b ~F[x] be a polynomial of degree L. For each integer i 
there is a unique map bi: W/S i --+ W/S i-L such that bip i = Pi-Lb. 
Proof. It is sufficient o show that Ker P~ C Ker Pi-Lb. Let w ~ Ker pi; 
then w has the representation 
j= i+ l  
According to the conventions of Section 2, 
L 
k=0 j=i+l 
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Clearly, the most positive degree term in bw has degree - - ( i  + 1) + L = 
- - ( i -  L + 1); thus bw ~ Ker pi-L, as desired. Moreover, just as b is an 
automorphism, so a corresponding property holds for b i. 
LEMMA 3.2. I f  b 42 0, the map b i of Lemma 3.1 is an isomorphism W/S  i
W/S~-L. 
Proof. Im b i = b ip iw-~ Pi -LbW = Pi-LW, and thus b i is epic. Now 
Ker b i = Ker Pi-Zb/Ker P~. Let w ~ Ker Pi-Zb; then w has the representation 
W = ~ WjX -j, 
j=i+l  
for otherwise bw would contain a term of degree greater than - - ( i  - -  L + 1) 
so that bw could not be in Ker pi-L. Thus w E Ker pi ,  Ker Pi-Lb C Ker pi, 
and Ker b i ~ 0. Therefore b i is monie also. We remark in passing that 
Ker p i -% = Ker bip i 
D Ker pi, 
so that Ker Pi-Lb -~ Ker pi, a result slightly stronger than that used to 
establish the lemma. 
Membership in B(L, D ~) is completely characterized by the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let b ~F[x] be monic and have degree L, and let D i be a 
subspace in Ker Qo i. Set j ~- min(i - L, 0). Then b ~ B(L, D i) i f  and only if 
D i C Ker(1 - -  pi--LQ~--L) b i. 
Proof. For necessity, suppose that b E B(L, Di). Then there is a subspace 
G C S o such that p ig  = D i and QobG ~- O. With the aid of Lemma 3.1, 
(1 - -  p,LQ~-L) b~Di = (1 -- pi-LQ~-L) biPiG 
= (1 - -  p~-LQ~-L) p~-LbG 
__ pi-L(1 i--L i-L - )be  
= pi-ZQ~bG 
= 0; 
if j = 0, the last step follows from QobG = 0; if j = i - -  L, the last step 
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follows from Pi-LQi_ L = 0. For sufficiency, choose G = b-*Q~-LbiDi; write 
(1 - -  p~-LQ~-L) b,D ~ = b~(1 _ p~b-~Q~-Lbi) D ~. 
By Lemma 3.2, Ker b i = 0; thus we must have 
(1 - -  pib-lQ~-Lb') D e = O. 
This means that 
pib-lQ~-Lbid = d 
for every d ~ D i and thus that P~G = D i. From this it follows that 
(1 - -  Qo)G = Qo'piG 
= QoiO i
= O, 
because D i C Ker Qo i, so that G C S °. Moreover, 
QobG = QoQ~-LbiD ' 
= QoQ~-Lp~-LbG 
= QoO - QJ) bG 
=0 
because Q0(1-Q j )  =Qo-QoQ:___Qo-Qo =0;  thus G~H(D i) and 
b ~ B(L, Di). The necessity proof above contains the following important 
special case. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Every monic b e F[x] of degree L >/ i  is an element of the 
torsion set B(L, Di). 
Denote by G(b, D i) the subspace b-lQ~-%iD i constructed in proof of 
sufficiency of Theorem 3.1. Note that G(b, D ~) is b-~Qjb-invariant, for 
b-XQ, bG(b, D') = b -1 Q: Q~-LbiDI 
= b-iQ, Q~-Le'-Lba(b, D') 
= b-aQ,(l --  Q,) bG(b, D ~) 
~0.  
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This subspace is always the smallesL and in most cases the only, b-lQjb -
invariant subspace of its kind. I f  an element G of H(D i) is contained in 
Ker Qo b, then G is enlarged so as to be b-lQjb-invariant by the simple 
construction 
G + b-lQ~bG -+ G, 
because b-lQ~bG C Ker pi ~ Ker Qo b. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let b ~ B(L, Di), and let j = min(i - -  L, 0). I f  a b-lQjb -
invariant subspace G satisfies p iG = D i, then 
G = G(b, D i) @ G c~ S i. 
Proof. Because piG = D i, and because b-lQjbG C G, 
G(b, D ~) = b-~Q~-Lb'D ' 
= b-lO]-LbipiG 
= b- lQ~- 'p , -Lba  
= b-l(1 - -  Qj) bG 
C G + b-IQjbG 
~e.  
Now regard p i  as a map G ~ Di; as a finite-dimensional vector space, D i is 
a free module and is thereby projective. Whether or not G is finite-dimensional 
the fact that pi  is epic implies the existence of a map t: D ~ -+ G so that 
Pit ~ 1 on D i. Regarded as a map D i --~ G, b-lQ~-Lb i is such a map. Thus 
G = Im b-lQ~-Lb i @ Ker pi  
= G(b, D i) @ G (~ S i.
The following remarkable conclusion is an immediate consequence. 
COROLLARY 3.2. I f  L ~ i, then G(b, D i) is the unique element of H(D i) 
which is in Ker Qob. 
Proof. No nonzero element of S i can be in Ker Q0 b unless L > i. 
Now write L°(D i) for the least integer such that D ~ has a nonempty torsion 
set, and let B°(D i) denote that set. We shall call B°(D i) a minimal torsion set. 
These sets possess very strong properties. 
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THEOREM 3.3. The minimal torsion set B°(D i) is always nonempty; moreover 
if b ~ B°(DO, there is exactly one subspace G(b, D ~) which is in Ker Qo b and is 
an element of H(Di). Finally, b = b(G(b, Di)). 
Proof. By Corollary 3.1, B(i, D ~) is nonempty; so L°(D i) <~ i is well 
defined. By Theorem 3.1, G(b, D i) is in Ker Qo b and is an element of H(Di); 
by Corollary 3.2, it is the only such subspace. Lastly, if b v~ b(G(b, Di)), then 
there is another monie polynomial /~ of degree/,  < L°(D ~) such that b 
b(G(b, Di)); but this implies B(L, D i) ~ Z,  a contradiction on the definition 
of minimal torsion sets. 
With our hard data constraints enforced in a quotient space structure, 
B°(D i) will in general contain many different polynomials. We shall charac- 
terize them by focusing on the vector space of their differences. 
Denote by V(L, D i) the subset ofF[x] containing polynomials v of degree 
less than L and satisfying (1 - -  pi.-LQS-Z) UiDi = O, j -- min(i - -  L, 0), 
where gi: W/S i ~ W/S i -L  iS the unique map satisfying g ip i= pi-Lv, 
constructed by the operation Fi = Qi-r.L-evi ' where q is the degree of v. 
LEMMA 3.3. V(L, D i) is an F-vector space. 
Proof. Let f l  andfz be arbitrary elements of F and suppose that v 1 and v~ 
are elements of V(L, Di). Then 
so that 
(fly 1 + f2v~)i pi = pi-L(flv 1 + f2v2 ) 
pi-L(flvl) + pi-r(f~% 
--i i = f l v l  iPi  -7 f2v2 P 
= [L~i  -7 f2~-2i] pi, 
(flvl +f~v~) i D ~ = [(favi) i + (f2v2)'] D ~ 
C vliD i + ~2iD i. 
Accordingly, 
(1 - -  Pi-LO~.-L)(flv 1 + f2%) i D i 
C (1 - -  P~-Lg~--L ) FliD' + (1 --  p~-LQ~-L) ~72,D i 
~0.  
Thus, the subset V(L, D ~) of the F-vector space F[x] is closed under F-linear 
operations. 
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The main structure theorem on torsion sets is the following. 
THEOREM 3.4. The torsion set B(L, Di), the vector space V(L, Di), and the 
function +:  V(L, D i) × B(L, D 0 --+ B(L, D ~) defined by ordinary polynomial 
addition define an affine space over F. 
Proof. We show that the function + has the asserted codomain. Let 
v ~ V(L, D i) and b ~ B(L, Di); by Theorem 3.1, it is sufficient o make the 
calculation 
(1 -- Pi-LQ~-L)(b + v)' D i 
C(1-P~-LQj  biD s 
+ (1 --PI-LQ~ eiDi 
0, 
for j  = min(i --  L, 0). The remaining properties of an affine space as outlined 
in Section 2, follow from the properties ofF[x]. 
Henceforward we refer to B(L, D i) and B°(D i) as the torsion space of 
degree L corresponding toD i and the minimal torsion space of D i, respectively. 
4. TORSION SPACES FROM MINIMAL TORSION SPACES 
The general torsion space can be completely constructed from a knowledge 
of certain minimal torsion spaces. By Theorem 3.4, a complete construction 
consists in the determination of at least one element of the torsion space 
B(L, D i) together with a basis for V(L, Di). We begin with a technical lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let S be a subspace of W, and let j and p be integers. I f  
Q~S C Ker P~, then Q~x~S = xiQjS for every integer 0 <~ i <~ p -- j. 
Proof. From QjS C Ker P~, it follows that 
0 = (xi)~P~QjS 
= p~-~x~QjS 
for (xi)r: W/S ~ --> W/S ~-i the map constructed from x i by Lemma 3.1. 
Because j ~< p --  i, we may operate with Qf-i to obtain 
0 = (1 -- Qj) x'QjS. 
But QjxiQj = Q~x i, so that for each s ~ S 
x, Qjs = Qjx,s. 
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Let xL-L°(Di)B°(D i) be the subset of F[x] consisting of all compositions 
xL-L°(Dbb: W---* W for b ~B°(Di). The first requirement, which is to 
construct at least one element of B(L, D~), is more than adequately answered 
by the following result. 
THEOREM 4.1. For any L ~ L°(D~), xL-L°(DiJB~(D$) is a subset orB(L, D~). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, it is sufficient to examine for b ~ B°(D i) the 
calculation, j : min(i ~ L, 0), 
(1 - -  pi-LOi-L](xL-L°(D~)b'Ji~j . . . .  D i ~ (1 - -  Pi--LOi--L)~j . p i - Lx  L-L°(Di) bD 
: P i - LQ~x L-L°(Di) bD 
for any D C S o such that piD = D i. From Theorem 3.3, QobD C Ker Pi-Z°(D~); 
from Lemma 4.1, when L ~ i, O~oxt-L°(V~)bD = xL-L°(D~)QobD, and because 
j=0  
p i -LQ jxL -L° (D I )bO : p i -LxL -L° (O i )QobD 
0, 
When j ~ i -  L, pi-LQ~xL-L°(#)bD ~- 0 by Corollary 3.1. Similarly, write 
xL-L°(D~)V°(Di) for the subspace of Fix] consisting of all compositions 
xL--L°(DSv: W-+ W for v ~ V°(D i) = V(L°(Di), Di). A direct consequence 
of Theorem 4.1 is the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 4.1. For any L ~ L°(Di), xL-L°(Di) V° (D i )  iS a sub@ace of 
V(L, Di). 
Proof. Let b ~ B°( D i) and v a V°(Di); then b -~ v ~ B°( Di), and Theorem 4.1 
gives, j ~- min(i - - L ,  0), 
0 = (1 - P~-LQF~)(~-L°(~'(b + ~))~ D~ 
: (1 - -  Pi--LOi--L)  p i -L (xL -L° (D i )b  ~ xL--L°(DJ)v)D • ".~5 " T 
= (1 - -  Pi-LOi-L~[(xL-L°(Dqb~i~j .L. . P~ + (xL--L°(Di)v) i Pi] D 
= (1 - P ' - LQFL) (XL -~°(D '~) i  O '  
for any D C S O such that PiD ~ D i. 
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This means essentially that minimal torsion spaces are affine subspaces of 
torsion spaces. 
The problem of constructing U(L, D i) is easily solved, once its recursive 
properties are displayed. At a first step in this direction, we develop a funda- 
mental property of V(L, Di). To do so, we establish the convention that 
B(L, 0) is the entire set of monic polynomials of degree L; consequently, 
V(L, 0) becomes the space of polynomials having degree less than L. 
LEMMA 4.2. I f  V(L, D i) contains a nonzero vector of degree q, then L -- 1 
q ~ L°(Di-L+q). 
Proof. Let 0 ~ v E V(L, Di). By definition, for any D C S O such that 
piD -: n i, and fo r j  = min(i - -  L, 0), 
0 = (1 - -  pi-LQ~.-L) ~iDi 
: (1 - -  p~-LQ~-L) p~-Lvn 
= (1 - -  pi-tQ~-t) vi-Z+aDi-z+q 
Note that D i-L+q = Qi-L+q'L-qDi and L - -  q /> 1 if v ~ V(L, Di). Thus 
B(q, D i-L+q) @ ;g, and q >/L°(Di-r+a). 
For every such degree, a vector in V(L, D i) can be constructed. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that L --  1 ~ q >/L°(D i-L+q) and b ~ B°(Di-L+q). 
Then Xq--L°(D'-L+q)b ~ V(L, Di). 
Proof. By definition of V(L, Di), we calculate 
(1 - n '  
- -  (1 P'-LOi-L) P~-Lxq-L°(oi-Z+%bD 
~_ pi-ZQjxq-Z°tD~-L+nbD 
for any D C S o such that PiD = D i and for j = ra in ( i - - L ,  0). When 
j = i - -  L, the result follows from Im Qi-z C Ker pi-L; when j  = 0, the fact 
that b ~ B°(D i-L+q) implies 
0 : (1 - -  Pi-Z+q-L°(OI-L+q)Qio-L+q-L°(Di-L+q)) b~-Z+qD i-L+q 
= pi-L+q-Z°(D~-L+~)QobD; 
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and Lemma 4.1 applies to give 
pi-LQoxq-L°(D~-L+~bD 
= pi-Lxq-L°(Di-L+~)QobD 
= (xq-L°(Di-L+e))i--L÷q-L°(D i-L+a) pi-L+q-L°(D~-L+q)QobD 
~0.  
Denote by Q(L, D i) the set of integers q which satisfy Lemma 4.2. Then we 
have the desired basis for V(L, Di). 
THEOREM 4.2. For each q e Q(L, Di), let a polynomial bq ~ B°(D i-L+q) 
be given; and denote by vq the polynomial xq-L°(#-L+~)bq. Then the set 
{va, q e Q(L, Di)} is a basis for V(L, Di). 
Proof. Let #(V(L, Di)) be the number of distinct degrees which may be 
assigned to elements of V(L, Di). By Lemma 4.2, #(V(L, Di)) is upper 
bounded by the number of elements in Q(L, Di); by Lemma 4.3, #(V(L, Di)) 
is lower bounded by the same number. Thus 
#(V(L, Di)) = #{%, q E Q(L, Di)}, 
and the result follows from the well-known fact that #(V(L, Di)) : d(V(L, Di)). 
The basis constructed in Theorem 4.2 requires knowledge of L°(D l~) for 
0 ~< k ~< i -  1 together with certain elements of selected minimal torsion 
spaces B°(Dk). We can minimize the number of such elements to be remem- 
bered by making use of the following property. 
LEMMA 4.4. IfL°(D k+l) = L°(D1~), then B°(D ~+l) is a subset of B°(D 1~) and 
V°(D '~+~) is a subspace of V°(Dk). 
Proof. I f  b ~ B°(D~:+t), then for D C S O such that piD = D ~ 
(1 --  Pk+I-L°(#~+I)Q~ +l-L°(°~+l)) b~elD~+l 
= pk+l-L°(o~+lJQobD 
Since L°(D ~+~) : L°(D~o), and since 
pk--L°(D k) ~ Qk--L°(Dk) 1pk+z-L°(O~l, 
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we have  
0 : P~-L°ID~)QobD 
----- (1 -- P~'-L°(Ok~Qko-L°(°~ ) bkD k 
as desired; and B°(D 7~+1) C B°(DI~). If v E V°(Dk+I), 
0 = (1 -- P~+I-L°(°~+~)Qlo~+x-L°I°~+~) ) ~k lDk+X 
: p~+l-z°~D~+~QovD ' 
and a similar manipulation gives v ~ V°(Dk). 
Denote by J°(D i) the set of integers j such that 0 ~ j ~ i -- 1 and such 
that L°(D J+l) ~ L°(D~). 
THEOREM 4.3. Knowledge of one element from B°(D i) and from B°(DO for 
j ~ J°(D O, together with knowledge of L°(D j) for 0 <~ j ~ i -- 1, is sufficient 
for construction of B(L, Di). 
Proof. By Lemma 4.4, it is sufficient o know a bq ~ B°(D i-L+q) for each 
q~Q(L, D i) which has the property L°(D ~-L+a+l) > L°(Di-Z+a), with the 
possible exception of q = L -- 1 when L°(D i) --L°(Di-a). However in this 
case, by Lemma 4.4 we may substitute the given element of B°(Di). By 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, then, we can construct B(L, Di). 
In the next section, J°(D i) will turn out to have added significance for the 
problem of constructing minimal torsion spaces. 
5. CALCULATING MINIMAL TORSION SPACES 
Sections 3 and 4 have reduced the general problem of constructing torsion 
spaces B(L, D ~) to the problem of finding the sequence B°(D~), 0 ~ k ~ i, 
of minimal torsion spaces. By the convention of Section 4, B°(D °) = 
B°(0) = {1} and V°(D °) = V°(O) = 0; finally, L°(D °) ~- L°(O) = O. The 
present section deals with the determination fB°(D i+~) from a knowledge of 
B°(D ~) for 0 ~ k ~ i. For purposes of calculation , it is convenient to regard 
a subspace D~ as equivalent to a set of m spanning vectors d~ ~, 1 ~ p ~ m. 
In order to induce the algebraic structure of the preceding sections on the 
present calculation, simply regard the list of spanning vectors as a single 
vector in the F-vector function space (Ker Qo~)% Write d k C (Ker Q0~) '~ for 
the at most one-dimensional span of this vector in (Ker Q0~)% For the space Y 
of Section 2, write Y% Because of the construction ofd k from a spanning set 
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for D k, it follows immediately that B°(D k) = B°(d~). We progress therefore 
to the question of constructing B°(d i+~) from B°(d ~) for 0 ~ k ~ i. 
Select a basis d i+~ for d i+*. For b ~ B(L, di), make the calculation 
(1 - -  p,+~-LQ~+~-L) b~+~d,+~ = e(b, d ~+~) x-'-~+L + S ~+~-L, 
where j = min(i + 1 --  L, 0) and e(b, d i+*) ~ Y'L Denote by E(L, d i+1) the 
subset of Y~ consisting of all vectors e(b, d i+1) corresponding to an element 
b c B(L, di). Similarly, for v ~ V(L, di), make the calculation 
(1 --  pi+I-LQ~+I-L) ~i+ldi+l = Z(g3, d ~+*) S -*+L + 8 ~+*-L 
for z(v, d i+1) ~ Ym. Denote by Z(L, d i+1) the subspace of Y'~ consisting of all 
vectors z(v, d ~+1) corresponding to vectors v ~ V(L, di). The set E(L, di+l), 
the vector space Z(L, di+~), and the function +:  Z(L, d ~+~) × E(L, d ~+~) --~ 
E(L, d i+1) defined as addition in Y~ constitute E(L, d i+1) as an affine space 
over F. 
Consider the following preliminary result. 
LEMMA 5.1. B(L, d i+1) is a subset of B(L, di); and V(L, d i+1) is a subspace 
of V(L, di). 
Proof. Let d C S O be any subspaee such that Pi+ld = d i+1. If  b ~ B(L, di+l), 
then Qjbd C Ker pi+a-L for j = min(i + 1 --  L, 0). Let k = min(i --  L, 0). 
I f L  ~ i, then k = j; and Q~bd C Ker pi+~-L C Ker pi-L so that b ~ B(L, di). 
I f  L > i, then b ~ B(L, d i) by Corollary 3.1. A similar procedure shows that 
V(L, d i+l) C V(L, d~). With this lemma, together with earlier results, we can 
prove a basic construction lemma. 
LEM~VIA 5.2. Let B°(dZ), 0 <~ k <~ i, be given. Then B(L, d i+l) is nonempty 
if and only if 0 a E(L, di+l). 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, every b e B(L, d i+1) C B(L, d ~) so that e(b, d i+1) = 0; 
and the result is necessary. On the other hand, if 0 ~ E(L, d i+1) then there 
must be a monic b of degree L such that e(b, d i+1) = 0; such a b c B(L, d i+x) 
by definition. 
The basic theorem on construction of minimal torsion spaces is now 
obtained. 
THEOREm1 5.1. Let b ~ B°(d i) and e(b, d i+1) the corresponding element of 
E(L°(di), di+l). I f  there is an integer L in tke interval [L°(di), i] suck that 
643/29/z-2 
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e(b, d ~+1) ~ Z(L, di+X), then L°(d i+l) is the least such integer; otherwise L°(# +1) = 
i + 1. In the former case, i fv ~ V(L°(di+X), d ~) satisfies z(v, d ~+1) + e(b, d i+1) = 0 
then xL°<a~+b-L°la% + V ~ B°(di+l); in the latter case any monic polynomial of 
degree i + 1 is in B°(di+l). 
Proof. From Theorem 4.1, xL-L°(a% ~ B(L, d i) for any L >/L°(di). For 
L 6 [L°(di), i], it follows from Qobd c Ker P i-L°<a~) for any d ~ S o such that 
Pi+ld =-d i+1 and from Lemma 4.1 that xL-L°(a~Qobd = QoxL-L°~a%d. On 
this interval, then, for j = min(i + 1 --  L, 0), 
(1 --  P¢+X-LQ~+I-r)(xL-L°Ia%)~+~ d ~÷~ 
= p~+l-LOoxL-L°(a%d 
= (xL-L°(e'J)i+l-L°~e'~ pi+l-L°~'~Qobd 
= (x~-Lo~' ,y+l -~O~' , (1  _ p~+~-~o{~' ,9~+1-~°~'~)  b +~d~+* 
= e(b, d ~+l) x -~-~+L + S *+I-L 
so that e(b, d ~+1) = e(xL-L°ta%, d %1) ~ E(L, d~+l). I f  e(b, d i+~) ~ Z(L, di+l), then 
there exists in V(L, d i) a vector v such that z(v, d%~) + e(b, d ~+a) = 0; thus 
0 ~ E(L, d*+l), and xL-L°(a~)b + V a B(L, di+~). Now suppose that 0 ~ E{L, di+~); 
then there exists/~ e B(L, d i) such that e(/~, d i+l) = 0. But xL-~°(a% ~ B(L, d*); 
and 
z(x~-~°l~% - ~, d'+ ~) = e(x~-~°~%, d '+1) - e(~, d ~+~) 
= e(b, d i+i) ~ Z(L, di+l). 
By Lemma 5.2 and the definition of L°(di+l), the theorem is established 
unless L°(d i+l) > i; but this case follows directly from Corollary 3.1. The 
next consequence is useful in the initiation of such constructions. 
COROLLARY 5.1. I fd  ~ = 0, 0 ~< k ~< i --  1, andifd ~ v ~ 0, thenL°(#) = i. 
As shown in Section 4, V(L, d ~) is a finite-dimensional space which can be 
constructed from a knowledge of L°(dk), 0 ~< k ~< i -  1, an element of 
B°(di), and an element each from B°(d 5) for j ~ J°(di). Thus Z(L, d ~+I) is 
easily constructed in a finite number of steps. Moreover, only certain vectors 
in the basis of Theorem 4.3 contribute to Z(L, d~+l), as shown in the following 
theorem which materially reduces the calculation necessary to determine 
Z(L, di+l). Let Jz°(d i) denote the subset of J°(d ~) consisting of integers j 
satisfying j + L -- i ~ L°(dJ). 
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THEOREM 5.2. For L ~ [L°(di), i], Z(L, d i+1) is spanned by the set of vectors 
z(xJ+L-~-L°(¢'bs , d i+1) for b~ e B°(d j) and j E JL°(d~). 
Proof. Becausej  E J°(di), 
(1 - -  Ps+I-L°(aS)Q~+I-L°~a'))(bj) ~+1 d j+l 
= e(bs, d J+l) x-~-l+L°(aJ) @ S~+ 1-L°(a~), 
where e(b~ , d j+l) • O. Thus,  for Pi+ld = d i+1, 
(1  - P'+I--LQ'O+I--L)(X~*L--'--L°~¢'b~)'+I d' l 
: pi+I-LQoX3+L-i-L° ¢)bjd 
= pi+I-LNj+L-i-L°(aJ)Qobj d 
= (xJ+L-i-L°(aJ))~+>L°(d j) pJ+l-Lo(¢)Qobj d
= e(bj, 2 +1) x -i-~+L + S i+l-L 
so that e(xJ+L-i-L°(a6b~, d ~+1) ~A O. Now consider a positive integer p such 
that j + L - -  i - -  p >/L°(d j-~) = L°(d0; then by the same procedure, and 
with the aid of Lemma 5.1, 
(1 - -  PJ+l-L°(a~)-~QJo+l-L°(a~)-~)(bs)J+l-~ ¢p+1-~ = O, 
since 0 = min( j  + 1 - -  L°(d j) - -  p, 0). Then  
(1 -p~+~-~Q;+>~)(xJ+~-~-~°~)-%) '~1 d~+~ 
= pi+l-LQox~+~-i-z°(a~)-~,b~ d 
= (x~+~-i ~°(e~)-,)~+~-~°(a~)-~ p~+~-~o(~)-,Qob~d 
=0.  
Finally, let k belong to the interval [0, L - -  1 - -  L°(di)] and examine 
(1 - -  pi+i-ZQio+l-L)(xkbi)i+l d i+~ 
= pi+~-i-Qox~bid 
for b i ~ B°(di). In  view ofQobidC Ker P i-L°(a~), and since k ~<L - -  1 - -  L°(d ~) : 
(L --  i) - -  1 + i - -  L°(d ~) < i - -  L°(d'), 
p~+l-~Qox~b~d = (x~)~+z-z+~p~+l-r+~Qob~d. 
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But i + 1 -- L + h <~ i -- L°(di), and Qobi d C Ker Pi-L°(e5; and so this 
last quantity vanishes also. By Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 we have examined the 
vectors in a basis for V(L, di); and the theorem is proved. 
When d(Y) = m = 1, a rather extraordinary simplification occurs in these 
results. This simplification comes about because any nonzero vector in 
Z(L, d i) spans Z(L, di). 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let b ~ B°(d i) but b ~ B°(di+l). I f  J°(di) = 25, then 
L°(d i+1) = i + 1; if J°(di) ~ 25, and if d(Y) = m = 1, then L°(d ~+1) is the 
least integer L in the interval [L°(di), i] such that ]L°(#) v~ 25. 
Proof. By assumption, e(b, d i+1) ~ O. From Theorem 5.2 only a non- 
empty J°(di) can possibly contribute to an L°(d i+1) <~ i. I f  d(Y) = m -~ 1, 
then e(b, d i+~) E Z(L, d ~+~) if and only if Z(L, d i+~) v~ 0; but Z(L, d i+~) v~ 0 
precisely when 25 ~ JL°(d i) C J°(di). Consider an arbitrary j~  jo(#); 
by Corollary 3.1, j~/L°(dJ) .  I f  L = i ,  then j+L - - i> /L° (d J ) ;  and 
J¢°(di) va ~5. Accordingly, L°(d i+l) is the least integer L ~< i such that 
JL°(d i) ~ ~.  
COROLLARY 5.3. Suppose J°(d i) ~ 25 in Corollary 5.2, and let j°(d i) be the 
largest integer in J°(di). Then 
L°(d i+1) = max(L°(di), i -- j°(di) + L°(dJ°(aq)), 
and ]~o(a~+l)(d i) contains exactly one element j°(di), where L°(d i) <~ i -- j°(di) + 
L°(d~°(aq). 
Proof. Let JL°(d i) ~ 25, and assume j°(d i) > k ~ JL°(di). Then 
j°(di) E JL°(d ') also; for 
and 
imply 
k 4 -L  -- i >/L°(d k) 
k -~ L°(d j°taq) -- j°(di) < L°(d k) 
j°(d i) + L -- i > L°(dJ°<aq). 
As L is reduced, eventually k +L-  i =L°(dk); 
inequality still holds. I fL  is reduced until 
but the latter strict 
j°(d i) + L -- i = L°(dJ°(aq), 
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then h ~ JL°(di); and j°(d ~) is the only element of JL°(di). Clearly, further 
reduction of L makes JL°(d i) = ~, and thus L°(d ~+~) takes the value claimed. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Suppose ~ ~ B°(d ~°(a~)) in Corollary 5.3. Then 
xL°(a~+l)-L°(a')b -- [e(b, di+~)/e(5, dJ°('~%l)] xS°(d'J+L°(e~+~)-i-L°(a~°(~'))5 
is an element of B°(di+l). 
Proof. Observe that, by Theorem 4.1, the first term certainly belongs to 
B(L°(di+l),di); moreover, as in Theorem 5.1, e(xL°(a~+b--L°(d%,d i+1) = 
e(b, d~+l). Also, by Theorems 4.2 and 4.3, together with Theorem 5.1, the 
signed second term is a vector in V(L°(di+l), d ~) with a corresponding 
z-vector --e(b, d ~+1) ~ Z(L°(di+l), d i+1) the last step following directly from 
the calculation 
(1  - -  Pi+l-L°(ai÷*)Qio+l-L°la'+b)(xJ°la')+L°(a'÷l)-~-L°(e'°(~i))b)i+l d i+1 
= pi+l-L°(di+l)QoXJ°(diI+L°(cF+l)-i-L°(dJ°(ei))bd 
= e([), d j°(di)+l) X -i-l+L°(di+l) -~ S i+l-L°(di+l). 
6. DiscussiON 
The foregoing development enforces the Berlekamp-Massey t pe data 
restriction by means of providing the data D i in the quotient space W/S i. 
Thus the projection pi appears in the main role as the map with which to be 
concerned in PIOP. This is the reason for regarding the additive group W 
as an F-vector space instead of an F[x]-module, for S i is not F[x]-invariant. 
The generalizations herein provide not only a broad algebraic framework in 
which to understand further developments but also new insights into the 
case d(Y) = m = 1 of Berlekamp and Massey, in the first instance by 
deepening the description of the set of solutions and in the second instance 
by exhibiting the fundamentally recursive nature of these sets. 
For a finite-dimensional dynamical system S, a state module may be 
constructed; the idea is to factor S into a composition S1 o $2 of morphisms 
$1: X--+ S O and $2: U°[x] -+ X for a set X with F[x]-modnle structure. 
A factorization is canonical when S 1 is monic and S~ is epic. In the present 
work, factorization means canonical factorization. Up to the usual isomor- 
phisms, a factorization is unique. For the set X, we can choose SU°[x] as the 
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image of an F[x]-module morphism. In a module sense, X is generated by 
the Markov subspace M(S) C X. The operation x: X --~ X in anF[x]-module 
sense can also be understood as a map A: X ~ X in anF-vector space sense. 
In this context, each element of the minimal torsion space B°(DO is the 
minimal polynomial of a map .~ in a factorization of the corresponding 
dynamical system S. The preceding developments make it clear that in a 
minimal torsion space solution, the spectrum of A ranges from being freely 
assignable as in Corollary 5.1 to being completely fixed as when V°(D ~) ~- O. 
As we have observed in Section 2, PIOP has been chosen for study because 
of its close relationship to syndrome decoding. The very popular minimal 
partial realization problems, also mentioned in Section 2, appear to have at 
present no special use in decoding procedures; thus we shall not detail them 
here. In the case of m ~ 1 or d(Y) ~- 1, however, PIOP and the minimal 
partial realization problem coincide. In order to make clear that PlOP differs 
from the minimal partial realization problem (MPRP) in the multiple sequence 
case, we provide an example as a convenient means to show that the solution 
sets of PIOP and MPRP need not intersect. Let F ~ R be the real numbers, 
and let m = d(Y) • 2. For i = 2, write 
[o x,] ---- - 2 + S 2 
in (Ker Q0Z) 2 for an appropriate basis in Y. For this example, L°(d ~) = 2 and 
B°(d 2) is the entire set of monie, second degree polynomials in R[x]. The 
solution to MPRP, on the other hand, has minimal state-space dimension 
d(X) ~- 3; moreover, every solution to MPRP is cyclic, that is the minimal 
polynomial also has degree three. Thus, there is no solution to MPRP which 
is also a solution to PIOP. This means that the constructed canonical realiza- 
tion for a system S solving PIOP may not be a solution to MPRP. 
Note that a table similar to that popularized by Pad6 can be built up in our 
development by the straightforward expedient of replacing Q0 by Qk for an 
appropriate set of integral k. 
Although MPRP does not presently seem to be useful in decoding proce- 
dures, it has received considerable attention in the literature. See, for example, 
Kalman (1971), Dickinson, Morf, and Kailath (1974), and Anderson, Brasch, 
and Lopresti (1973). Only the last two of these references stress the recursive 
properties of solutions. The main tool used in these recursive approaches i  
the matrix fraction description of dynamical systems, and both papers regard 
their methods as an outgrowth of the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm. In our 
present context, the approach of matrix fractions can be visualized by replacing 
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the polynomial b in F[x] by a polynomial matrix B over F[x]. It is relatively 
easy to see that our unique map b i has a unique counterpart Bi which fails, 
however, to be an isomorphism. The intuitive import of this feature is an 
added requirement of "kernel searching" over and above that found in PIOP. 
As a result, the computational effort associated with an MPRP solution 
generally exceeds the effort associated with a PIOP solution. When m = 1 
or d(Y) = 1, we have already remarked that PIOP and MPRP are essentially 
the same problem. Thus one can of course use an MPRP algorithm to calculate 
solutions to PIOP in such a case, or for that matter a PIOP algorithm to 
calculate solutions to MPRP. In fact, if one has an MPRP algorithm already 
coded for the computer, it can be employed to calculate solutions to PIOP in 
the general case, because the use of Y~ in Section 5 admits an interpretation 
of "stacking up" columns. Since PIOP and MPRP are shown by our preceding 
counterexample to be distinct problems, however, it seems more direct to 
write a PIOP algorithm along the lines of Section 5 and thus avoid under- 
utilization of MPRP algorithm intricacies which are unrelated to PIOP, while 
at the same time taking advantage of the explicit solution structures exhibited 
in Sections 2-5 for PIOP. Further, a study of the history of these problems, 
which have been under investigation in one form or another for centuries, 
may be construed to support he thesis that PIOP algorithms have at least as 
great, if not a greater, role to play in the applications than MPRP algorithms. 
This certainly appears to be the case, up to this time, in decoding. Nonetheless, 
because the approaches used herein may also lead to further MPRP insights, 
we have taken care to set up a framework which allows eventual extensions 
to MPRP. This is the main reason for the ubiquitous "min( i - - L ,  0)" 
appearing in so many of our theorems. It is also at least a partial motivation 
for our definition of Markov Subspace. 
In conclusion, we would like to observe that, historically, recursive solutions 
have been the rule rather than the exception in "partial problems." Accord- 
ingly, we believe that the most interesting thing about the Berlekamp- 
Massey results is not that they are recursive, although their recursions are 
well worth the study of any worker in the area. Rather, we believe that their 
main novelty has been in observing hard data constraints and avoiding 
Hankel matrices. From this viewpoint, MPRP generalizations of the 
Berlekamp-Massey work will require further attention to describing all 
solutions corresponding to a given fixed data allotment. As useful as matrix 
fractions have been in MPRP, it appears worthwhile to supplement them in 
the conceptual realm by tensor techniques in the attainment of some of 
these objectives. 
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